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Attaining our Common Goals through
Effective Collaboration.
March 27, 2018
Panelists:
Cristo Leon, MBA
Director of Research College of Science and Liberal Arts
Office of Research, New Jersey Institute of Technology.
James M. Lipuma, PhD,
Director of the Collaborative for Leadership, Education, and
Assessment Research (CLEAR)

Currently, Cristo is the Director of Research, CSLA at
NJIT where he Manages the logistics of the College of
Science and Liberal Arts research and planning
programs. Assist the CSLA Dean, faculty and staff on
research-related planning documents, research
activities and proposal budget preparation. Help the
Office of Research and Development and other
entities within NJIT monitor and assist in ensuring
compliance with federal, state and other
governmental and NJIT regulations. Serve as staff
liaison for the CSLA Dean´s Office with the Office of
Research and Development and with the New Jersey
Innovation Institute.

effective
ADJECTIVE

1.- Successful in producing a desired or intended result.
‘effective solutions to environmental problems’
1.1.- (of a law, rule, or policy) operative.
‘the regulation will be effective from January’
2.- [attributive] Existing in fact, though not formally acknowledged
as such.
‘she has been under effective house arrest since
September’
2.1 Assessed according to actual rather than face value.
effective | Definition of effective in English by Oxford Dictionaries. (2018, March 27). Retrieved March 27, 2018, from
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/effective

collaboration
NOUN

1.1.- The action of working with someone to produce
something.
‘he wrote a book in collaboration with his son’
1.1.- count noun Something produced in collaboration with
someone.
‘his recent opera was a collaboration with Lessing’
2 Traitorous cooperation with an enemy.
‘he faces charges of collaboration’

collaboration | Definition of collaboration in English by Oxford Dictionaries. (2018, March 27). Retrieved March 27, 2018, from
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/collaboration
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NSF. (2015). Perspectives on Broader Impacts (1st ed.). USA.
Retrieved from
https://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/publications/Broader_Impacts.pdf

Fitzgerald Bramwell, Patricia B. Campbell, Beatriz Chu Clewell, Darnella Davis, Norman
Fortenberry, Antonio García, … Adam Stol. (2009). Framework for Evaluating Impacts of
Broadening Participation Projects (1st ed.). USA: National Science Foundation.
Retrieved from https://www.nsf.gov/od/broadeningparticipation/framework-evaluatingimpacts-broadening-participation-projects_1101.pdf

James Lipuma. (2017). Creating Strong Broader Impacts for NSF Proposals:
Role of Evaluation & Broader Participation. NJIT, Newark, NJ, USA. Retrieved
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rUa9WiBIlA&feature=youtu.be

Each year, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) receives about 50,000
proposals for funding. Because there are
far more meritorious proposals than NSF
is able to fund, the foundation
distinguishes among those proposals
through a merit review process that
incorporates two criteria: Intellectual
Merit and Broader Impacts

NSF’s mission is to fund innovative
science, and so the foundation does not
want to be prescriptive about what
qualifies as “broader impacts”.
The
foundation states that “NSF projects, in
the aggregate, should contribute more
broadly to achieving societal goals.

These broader impacts may be
accomplished through the research itself,
through activities that are directly related
to specific research projects, or through
activities that are supported by, but are
complementary to, the project”.

Your proposal can/may have different types of BI and may put
more or less emphasis on this component

Scale can be different as well

Intellectual merit and broader impact are both
important, and the interplay between them is not static

Broader Impacts is not Broader Participation

The CEOSE (Committee on Equal
Opportunities in Science and Engineering)
report requested that NSF launch a bold
new initiative for broadening
participation (BP) with the goal of
eventually having the participation of
scientists and engineers in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) fields mirror the population of the
Nation.

The CEOSE (Committee on Equal
Opportunities in Science and Engineering)
report requested that NSF launch a bold
new initiative for broadening
participation (BP) with the goal of
eventually having the participation of
scientists and engineers in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) fields mirror the population of the
Nation.

Call for large-scale BP partnerships that cover research,
implementation and scaling across preK-20+, focusing on
institutional and systemic outcomes

Call for BP Institutes/Centers conducting BP research
and increasing the number of UR scientists and
engineers

Offer support for mid- and large-scale BP theoretical
studies with potential for large scale implementation

Broadening Participation is a high
priority for NSF and the Nation,
and although the rationale is clear
the question remains…how can we
think deeply and well about where
we want this effort to lead us and
most important… why?
Melvin Hall 2016

Principal
investigator
Bruce
Bukiet, of the New Jersey Institute
of Technology, heads a project
that will work to increase the
number of women pursuing STEM
careers. (NSF INCLUDES, 2107)

Focused on countering the notion that boys are naturally better at
science and math — a stereotype that silently shapes girls’ perceptions of their
own abilities in these areas of study. The Leadership and iSTEAM for Females in
Elementary School (LiFE) project strives to reverse this trend by finding effective
ways to showcase science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) as a
collaborative, innovative, people-rich space. NJIT is conducting the project with
the Hillside, Morris Plains and Weehawken school districts in New Jersey.

Tanya Klein. (2017, September 12). Learning Strategies to Encourage Girls to Embrace STEM | NJIT News.
Retrieved March 27, 2018, from http://news.njit.edu/learning-strategies-encourage-girls-embrace-stem/

Principal investigator Michelle Rittenhouse, of the New Jersey Institute of
Technology, heads a project that focus on collaboration with New Jersey
Vocational schools. (DOE, 2107)

Principal investigator James Lipuma, of the New Jersey Institute of
Technology, heads a project that focus on Future Ready Schools for New
Jersey. (NJ DOE, 2107)

Future Ready Schools - New Jersey. (2018, March 27). Retrieved
March 27, 2018, from http://www.frsnj.org
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